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Abstract
Rhythm in drawing is a theme of this bachelor thesis. In my paper I pursue with a drawing 
like a means of fine art statement of particular emotions, gesture, opinion and rhythm either 
and its connection with drawing. I concretely profess to action art and performance art. The 
paper is made from three parts. In a theoretical part I refer on history of drawing, various  
techniques and modifications of drawing and  I also refer on rhythm and its influences on 
a human. I describe artists from the second half of 20. century who use rhythm in their art  
work and I  also  introduce artists  who inspired me with  their  own creation  to  my own  
artwork. In a practical part I show an origin, goings and results of my own artwork, which is  
connected with rhythm and drawing, with photo-documentation, video-documentation, back 
reflection and self-reflection. In the last part I present my art line of tasks for pedagogical 
use of action drawing in conjunction with rhythm within the framework of school lessons,  
which is partly inspired by my own artwork, that can be found in my practical part, and 
partly by everydayness. I also present an artefiletic work and its goings and results.  
